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Introduction to International Political Economy - David N. Balaam 2015-07-17
A complete and accessible overview of how politics and economics collide in a global context This text
surveys the theories, institutions, and relationships that characterize IPE and highlights them in a diverse
range of regional and transnational issues. The bestseller in the field, Introduction to International Political
Economy positions students to critically evaluate the global economy and to appreciate the personal impact
of political, economic, and social forces.
The BRICS and Coexistence - Cedric de Coning 2014-09-15
The grouping consisting of Brazil, Russia, India and China (BRIC) was initially meant to be nothing more
than clever investment jargon referring to the largest and most attractive emerging economies. However,
these countries identified with the BRIC concept, and started to meet annually as a group in 2008. At their
fourth summit in 2011, they added South Africa to become the BRICS. By then the BRICS had fully
morphed from investment jargon to a name for a new economic and political grouping that had the
potential to challenge the unipolar hegemony of the United States and its Western allies. This work
analyses the extent to which the concept of coexistence explains the individual foreign policies of the BRICS
countries. The editors define coexistence as a strategy that promotes the establishment of a rule-based
system for co-managing the global order. It recognizes that different states may legitimately pursue their
own political and economic interests, but they have to do so within the bounds of a rule-based international
system that ensures the peaceful coexistence of states. The BRICS and Coexistence addresses the political
dimension of the emergence and influence of the BRICS in the international system and will be of interest
to students and scholars of Politics, Development and International Relations.
Turkey's Pivot to Eurasia - Emre Erşen 2019-05-21
This book discusses and analyses the dimensions of Turkey’s strategic rapprochement with the Eurasian
states and institutions since the deterioration of Ankara’s relations with its traditional NATO allies. Do
these developments signify a major strategic reorientation in Turkish foreign policy? Is Eurasia becoming
an alternative geopolitical concept to Europe or the West? Or is this ‘pivot to Eurasia’ an instrument of the
current Turkish government to obtain greater diplomatic leverage? Engaging with these key questions, the
contributors explore the geographical, political, economic, military and social dynamics that influence this
process, while addressing the questions that arise from the difficulties in reconciling Ankara’s strategic
priorities with those of other Eurasian countries like Russia, China, Iran and India. Chapters focus on the
different aspects of Turkey’s improving bilateral relations with the Eurasian states and institutions and
consider the possibility of developing a convincing Eurasian alternative for Turkish foreign policy. The book
will be useful for researchers in the fields of politics and IR more broadly, and particularly relevant for
scholars and students researching Turkish foreign policy and the geopolitics of Eurasia.
Emerging Powers in the International Economic Order - Sonia E. Rolland 2019-07-31
The post-war liberal economic order seems to be crumbling, placing the world at an inflection point. China
has emerged as a major force, and other emerging economies seek to play a role in shaping world trade and
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investment law. Might they band together to mount a wholesale challenge to current rules and institutions?
Emerging Powers in the International Economic Order argues that resistance from the Global South and
the creation of China-led alternative spaces will have some impact, but no robust alternative vision will
emerge. Significant legal innovations from the South depart from the mainstream neoliberal model, but
these countries are driven by pragmatism and strategic self-interest and not a common ideological
orientation, nor do they intend to fully dismantle the current ordering. In this book, Sonia E. Rolland and
David M. Trubek predict a more pluralistic world, which is neither the continued hegemony of neoliberalism
nor a full blown alternative to it.
Rising Powers and South-South Cooperation - Kevin Gray 2018-10-11
This book examines the extent to which a space has opened up in recent years for the so-called "rising
powers" of the global South to offer an alternative to contemporary global economic and political
governance through emergent forms of South-South cooperation. In contrast to the Third Worldism of the
past, the contemporary rising powers share in common the fact that their recent growth owes much to their
extensive and increasingly international engagement, rather than partial withdrawal from the global
economy. However, they are nonetheless openly critical of the perceived bias towards the global North in
the dominant institutions of global governance, and seek to alter the global status quo to enhance the
influence of the global South. Contributions to this volume address the question of whether such
engagement, particularly on a "South-South" basis, can be categorised as a "win-win" relationship, or
whether we are already seeing the emergence of new forms of competitive rivalry and neo-dependency in
action. What kind of theoretical approaches and conceptual tools do we need to best answer such
questions? To what extent do new groupings such as BRICS suggest a real alternative to the dominance of
the West and of the neoliberal economic globalization paradigm? What possible alternatives exist within
contemporary forms of South-South cooperation? This book was originally published as a special edition of
Third World Quarterly.
On Global Order - University Lecturer in International Relations and Fellow Andrew Hurrell 2007-11-08
A clear and wide-ranging introduction to the analysis of global political order. The book offers engaging
answers to the key questions of contemporary world politics. A landmark study.
BRICS Media - Daya Kishan Thussu 2020-12-29
Bringing together distinguished scholars from BRICS nations and those with deep interest and knowledge
of these emerging powers, this collection makes a significant intervention in the ongoing debates about
comparative communication research and thus contributes to the further internationalization of media and
communication studies. The unprecedented expansion of online media in the world’s major non-Western
nations, exemplified by BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) is transforming global
communication. Despite their differences and divergences on key policy issues, what unites these five
nations, representing more than 20 per cent of the global GDP, is the scale and scope of change in their
communication environment, triggered by a multilingual, mobile Internet. The resulting networked and
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digitized communication ecology has reoriented international media and communication flows. Evaluating
the implications of globalization of BRICS media on the reshaping of international communication, the book
frames this within the contexts of theory-building on media and communication systems, soft power
discourses and communication practices, including in cyberspace. Adopting a critical approach in analysing
BRICS communication strategies and their effectiveness, the book assesses the role of the BRICS nations in
reframing a global communication order for a ‘post-American world’. This critical volume of essays is ideal
for students, teachers and researchers in journalism, media, politics, sociology, international relations, area
studies and cultural studies.
BRICS and the New American Imperialism - Vishwas Satgar 2020-03-01
BRICS is a grouping of the five major emerging economies of Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa.
Volume five in the Democratic Marxism series, BRICS and the New American Imperialism challenges the
mainstream understanding of BRICS and US dominance to situate the new global rivalries engulfing
capitalism. It offers novel analyses of BRICS in the context of increasing US induced imperial chaos,
deepening environmental crisis tendencies (such as climate change and water scarcity), contradictory
dynamics inside BRICS countries and growing subaltern resistance. The authors revisit contemporary
thinking on imperialism and anti-imperialism, drawing on the work of Rosa Luxemburg, one of the leading
theorists after Marx, who attempted to understand the expansionary nature of capitalism from the
heartlands to the peripheries. The richness of Luxemburg’s pioneering work inspires most of the volume’s
contributors in their analyses of the dangerous contradictions of the contemporary world as well as forms
of democratic agency advancing resistance. While various forms of resistance are highlighted, among them
water protests, mass worker strikes, anti-corporate campaigning and forms of cultural critique, this volume
grapples with the challenge of renewing anti-imperialism beyond the NGO-driven World Social Forum and
considers the prospects of a new horizontal political vessel to build global convergence. It also explores the
prospects of a Fifth International of Peoples and Workers.
The Rise of China and the Capitalist World Order - Li Xing 2016-03-03
China's rise within global society and politics has brought it into the spotlight - for social scientists, the
country's long and dramatic transformations in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries make it an ideal
case study for research on political and economic development and social changes. China's size, integration
and dynamism are impacting on the functioning of the capitalist world system. This book offers a nonconventional analysis of the possible outcomes from China's transformation and provides a dialectical
understanding of the complexities and underlying dynamics brought about by the rise of modern-day China.
The theoretical and methodological approaches will prove useful for students and researchers of
development studies and international relations.
Revisiting Regionalism and the Contemporary World Order - Élise Féron 2019-10-28
The book critically analyzes the ongoing changes in the regional, intra-regional, and global dynamics of
cooperation, from a multi-disciplinary and pluralist perspective. It is based on the insight that in a posthegemonic world the formation of regions and the process of globalization can be largely disconnected from
the orbit of the US, and that a plurality of power and worldviews has replaced US hegemony. In spite of
these changes, most existing analyses of current changes in the world order still rely upon Westerncentered approaches, and Westphalian thinking. Against this backdrop, the book proposes to advance a
truly global IR understanding of the post-hegemonic world, and weaves together the pluralist and multidisciplinary perspectives of scholars located all around the world.
BRICs and Beyond - Stephanie Jones 2012-06-04
BRICs and Beyond is an international business executivetext written especially for executive and MBA
students. It is basedon extensive consulting in emerging economies and several years ofexperience teaching
executive MBA courses around the globe. Theauthor has continually faced the problem that the
availabletextbooks for teaching international business focused almostexclusively on examples of Western
multinationals for caseillustrations. In the process of preparing cases nearer to theemerging market she
worked in, the author realized that the oftenfascinating, frequently insightful and always different approach
tobusiness illustrated by these cases should be required reading forMBA students in typical Western
environments too. With its wide range of current case illustrations and concisesummaries this is a newthe-brics-and-beyond-the-international-political-economy-of-the-emergence-of-a-new-world-order-the-international-political-economy-of-new-regionalisms

generation text that will welcome today'sMBA student to the wider world of 21st century
internationalbusiness. ". . . this book is needed not only because it looks at businessfrom the BRICs points
of view; it also looks at business from thepoint of view of tomorrow's business leaders and the
challengesthat they will have to cope with." --Professor Jonathan Gosling,Centre for Leadership Studies,
and co-founder, The One-Planet MBA,the University of Exeter, UK ". . . Stephanie Jones advises Western
businesses on doingbusiness in emerging economies in a refreshingly straightforwardmanner, integrating
in a novel way her three decades of global,practical experience with the daily barrage of reporting on
theBRICs--distilling from these many lessons and principles. . ."--Extracted from the Foreword, by Professor
Wim Naudé,Director of Research, Maastricht School of Management
Understanding BRICs - Natascha Strenger 2012-06-04
Seminar paper from the year 2011 in the subject Politics - Political Systems - General and Comparisons,
grade: 1,3, Ruhr-University of Bochum (Fakultät für Sozialwissenschaften), course: Emerging Powers in
International Affairs, language: English, abstract: About ten years ago, Jim O’Neil at the well-known
investment bank Goldman Sachs coined the acronym BRIC for four emerging countries that were regarded
to have a common potential of shaping global markets in the not-too-distant future: Brazil, Russia, India and
China. In 2003, Goldman Sachs published a report named “Dreaming with BRICs: The Path to 2050”. Its
key message was that the economies of these four countries together, which at that time made up only 15%
of the global economy, could by 2050 be larger than those of the (former) G6. They claimed that, given that
their predictions come true, the list of the world’s major economies could look very different from today’s in
less than 40 years – a perspective which must naturally have an influence on investing behavior around the
globe (see Wilson, Purushotaman 2003). The reasons for these expectations were the BRICs economic
growth rates, which topped those of the industrialized nations by far, as well as their huge share of global
population which promised emerging masses of consumers. In 2010, Goldman Sachs could proudly
announce the fulfillment of their 2001 predictions (Wilson et al.). The past decade had indeed seen a rise in
political and economic power of these emerging countries, so, according to Goldman Sachs, there were no
reasons to doubt that the BRICs future growth would as well be satisfying their forecasts (ibid. 2). Another
report from December 2009, which concentrated on the BRICs’ survival of the global financial crisis had
even confirmed that these countries (with the sole exception of Russia) were emerging healthier from it
than the industrialized world – a development which gave reason to expect yet better long-term
performance than they had originally prophesized ten years ago (O’Neill, Stupnytska). However, critics
argue that the entire concept of BRIC has flaws – it might appear forced to group four countries that seem
to have very little in common. The prediction of their future role in global affairs seems rather bold and
even if in terms of economics the BRICs fulfill the expectations – what does this mean for their general role
in world affairs? This paper shall have a closer look at the BRIC group and its actual and predicted
development. The sense of an analytical concept that was applied to four such different countries shall be
examined by pointing out there commonalities and differences.
The BRICS and the Financing Mechanisms They Created - Paulo Nogueira Batista Jr. 2021-10-12
The book provides an assessment of BRICS cooperation, focusing on the new financing mechanisms created
by the BRICS, the monetary fund and the development bank. It is shown that Brazil, Russia, India and
China, joined later by South Africa, share common traits that led them to cooperate in the reform of the
international financial architecture, especially the G20 and the IMF. After 2012, in light of the difficulty of
having advanced countries agree to move from “tinkering at the margins” to fundamental reform of the
Bretton Woods institutions, the BRICS decided to establish their own monetary fund, named the BRICS
Contingent Reserve Arrangement (CRA), and their own development bank, named the New Development
Bank (NDB). The book describes the difficult negotiations among the BRICS between 2012 and 2014. Some
of these difficulties revealed the weaknesses that would lead the CRA and the NDB to make slow progress
in the first years of their existence. The book provides an overview of the strong points and weaknesses of
the initial phase of these financing mechanisms. It ends with a discussion of the future of the BRICS,
highlighting that joint action by the five countries is likely to remain an important feature of the
international landscape in the decades to come.
Brics - Ana Garcia 2015-10-28
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A critical examination of the contradictory rise to power of emerging economies Brazil, Russia, India,
China, and South Africa.
The BRICS and Beyond - Assoc Prof Li Xing 2014-09-28
Recent ‘great transformations’ are characterized by a diffusion of power away from the traditional North
Western powers and towards the global South. This volume suggests that the world will witness a new era
of interdependent hegemony, in which both the existing ‘First World’ and the emerging ‘Second World’ are
intertwined in a constant process of shaping and reshaping the international order in the nexus of national
interest, regional orientation, common economic and political agenda, political alliance and potential
conflicts. This collection juxtaposes, from different perspectives and approaches, the discussion on the
political economy of the emerging world order with a focus on the rising powers.
The BRICS and the Future of Global Order - Oliver Stuenkel 2015-03-11
The transformation of the BRIC acronym from an investment term into a household name of international
politics and, more recently, into a semi-institutionalized political outfit (called BRICS, with a capital ‘S’), is
one of the defining developments in international politics in the past decade. While the concept is now
commonly used in the general public debate and international media, there has not yet been a
comprehensive and scholarly analysis of the history of the BRICS term. The BRICS and the Future of Global
Order offers a definitive reference history of the BRICS as a term and as an institution—a chronological
narrative and analytical account of the BRICS concept from its inception in 2001 to the political grouping it
is today. In addition, it analyzes what the rise of powers like Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa
means for the future of global order. Will the BRICS countries seek to establish a parallel system with its
own distinctive set of rules, institutions, and currencies of power, rejecting key tenets of liberal
internationalism, are will they seek to embrace the rules and norms that define today’s Western-led order?
The Growth Map - Jim O'Neill 2011-12-01
Jim O'Neill, one of the most influential economists today, shares his insights on how and why he developed
one of the most compelling economic concepts of our time in The Growth Map. 'O'Neill has redefined how
investors and Western business leaders see the world. This book tells the unlikely story of how O'Neill
developed this path-breaking idea . . . lively, powerful and highly accessible' Gillian Tett, Financial Times
Ten years ago, Jim O'Neill predicted that globalization would help Brazil, Russia, India and China (the
BRICs) - busy, ambitious countries full of raw materials - overtake the largest Western economies. With all
four BRIC nations set to do just that, no other idea has proved as significant for the new century. But these
changes have provoked business and political uncertainty and in The Growth Map O'Neill examines what is
coming next. Can the BRICs sustain their exceptional growth? Which nations will come next? And what, for
all of us, does the future hold? 'Goldman Sachs' rock star' Business Week 'Sharp, shrewd. Tells the big story
of our time. The fundamental shift of economic power from the West' Niall Ferguson 'O'Neill has changed
how the world thinks about economic growth - and how the BRICs think about themselves' Lloyd Blankfein,
Chairman And Ceo, Goldman Sachs 'One of the most sought-after economic commentators on the planet'
Daily Telegraph Jim O'Neill is Chairman of Goldman Sachs Asset Management. He joined Goldman Sachs in
1995, rising to chief economist, and in 2001 he led the team that conducted the original BRIC analysis. He
is chairman of the charity SHINE, and a member of the boards of the UK Royal Economic Society, Itinera
and Bruegel. He has a lifelong passion for Manchester United FC, and has served as a non-executive
director of the club's board.
The Routledge Handbook to Global Political Economy - Ernesto Vivares 2020-05-07
The Routledge Handbook to Global Political Economy provides a comprehensive guide to how Global
Political Economy (GPE) is conceptualized and researched around the world. Including contributions that
range from traditional International Political Economy (IPE) to GPE approaches, the Handbook gathers the
investigations, varying perspectives and innovative research of more than sixty scholars from all over the
world. Providing undergraduates, postgraduates, teachers and researchers with a complete set of
traditional, contending and regional perspectives, the book explores current issues, conceptual tools, key
research debates and different methodological approaches taken. Structured in five parts methodologically
correlated, the book presents GPE as a field of global, regional and national research: • historical waves
and diverse ontological axes; • major theoretical perspectives; • beyond traditional perspectives; • regional
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inquiries; • research arenas. Carefully selected contributions from both established and upcoming scholars
ensure that this is an eclectic, pluralist and multidisciplinary work and an essential resource for all those
with an interest in this complex and rapidly evolving field of study.
The BRICS and Beyond - Li Xing 2016-03-16
The world is in an era of great transformations. Globalization, transnational capitalism, September 11, the
2008 global financial crises, and the emergence of the ’second world’ in general and the BRICS in
particular are characterized by a diffusion of power away from the traditional North Western powers and
towards the global South. Such great transformations have reshaped the terrain and parameters of social,
economic and political relations both at the national and the global levels and have exerted pressure on the
exiting international order in terms of both opportunities and constraints. This new era also urges the need
for re-conceptualizing the changing world order especially with regard to one of the core conceptual
categories and analytical apparatus in the studies of IR and IPE - hegemony. The world will witness a new
era of interdependent hegemony, in which both the existing ’First World’ and the emerging ’Second World’
are intertwined in a constant process of shaping and reshaping the international order in the nexus of
national interest, regional orientation, common economic and political agenda, political alliance and
potential conflicts. This collection juxtaposes, from different perspectives and approaches, the discussion on
the political economy of the emerging world order with a focus on the rising powers.
The BRICS and Collective Financial Statecraft - Cynthia A. Roberts (Professor of political science) 2018
Introduction: the BRICS as a club -- Global power shift: the BRICS, building capabilities for influence -BRICS collective financial statecraft: four cases -- Motives for BRICS collaboration: views from the five
capitals -- Conclusion: whither the BRICS?
Rethinking Multilateralism in Foreign Aid - Viktor Jakupec 2020-04-23
This edited book provides a contemporary, critical and thought-provoking analysis of the internal and
external threats to Western multilateral development finance in the twenty-first century. It draws on the
expertise of scholars with a range of backgrounds providing a critical exploration of the neoliberal
multilateral development aid. The contributions focus on how Western institutions have historically
dominated development aid, and juxtapose this hegemony with the recent challenges from right-wing
populist and the Beijing Consensus ideologies and practices. This book argues that the rise of right-wing
populism has brought internal challenges to traditional powers within the multilateral development system.
External challenges arise from the influence of China and regional development banks by providing
alternatives to established Western dominated aid sources and architecture. From this vantagepoint,
Rethinking Multilateralism in Foreign Aid puts forward new ideas for addressing the current global social,
political and economic challenges concerning multilateral development aid. This book will be of interest to
researchers, academics and students in the field of International Development and Global Governance,
decision-makers at government level as well as to those working in international aid institutions, regional
and bilateral aid agencies, and non-governmental organisations.
Global Political Economy - John Ravenhill 2008
An authoritative introduction to Global Political Economy.The book covers all bases: contemporary theory,
introductions to particular issue areas, and an extended debate on globalization that reflects a variety of
perspectives. The book is accompanied by an Online Resource Centre. Student resources: Timeline Web
links Glossary Instructor resources: Tables and figures from the book to download 2 in-depth case studies
South-South Cooperation Beyond the Myths - Isaline Bergamaschi 2018-05-05
This book, which brings together scholars from the developed and developing world, explores one of the
most salient features of contemporary international relations: South-South cooperation. It builds on existing
empirical evidence and offers a comparative analytical framework to critically analyse the aid policies and
programmes of ten rising donors from the global South. Amongst these are several BRICS (Brazil, India,
China and South Africa) but also a number of less studied countries, including Cuba, Venezuela, the United
Arab Emirates, Colombia, Turkey, and Korea. The chapters trace the ideas, identities and actors that shape
contemporary South-South cooperation, and also explore potential differences and points of convergence
with traditional North-South aid. This thought-provoking edited collection will appeal to students and
scholars of international relations, international political economy, development, economics, area studies
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and business. /div
Emerging Powers in International Politics - Mathilde Chatin 2019-04-30
The rise of large and rapidly growing nations is having a significant impact on the global order, as their
expanding influence reshapes the structure of power in the international system. These emerging powers
are increasingly asserting themselves as major actors on the global scene. Leading this cadre of emerging
powers are five nations referred to as the BRICS – Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa. This book
takes inventory of both the individual and collective soft power of this rising bloc of nations. Having
embraced the potential of this newly emphasized type of power as a means of generating international
influence, these nations have dedicated substantial effort and resources to implementing a soft power
offensive. This book was originally published as a special issue of the Journal of Political Power.
The BRICS Studies - Xu Xiujun 2020-05-14
Given their immense potential for development and representation of a new international political and
economic order, the BRICS countries have become a strong nascent force on the global stage. However, as
overall economic growth continues to slow down, and the geopolitical situation becomes more complex, the
BRICS countries are facing a series of new challenges that require further development in the way they
cooperate with one another. This volume offers a panoramic view of cooperation between the BRICS
countries in the light of these new challenges. The editors reveal that policy coordination has been
strengthened, bringing into play complementary advantages as viable ways for promoting robust,
sustainable, and balanced growth in the world economy. They argue that the experience gained, and
lessons learned in the development of and cooperation between the BRICS countries has offered a positive
role model for cooperation between other countries as well as providing valuable lessons for research in
international politics. Students and scholars in international relations and politics will benefit from this
volume.
BRICS and Global Governance - John Kirton 2018-02-13
The past few decades have witnessed the development of an increasingly globalised and multipolar world
order, in which the demand for multilateralism becomes ever more pronounced. The BRICS group
established in 2009, has evolved into a plurilateral summit institution recognized both by sceptics and
proponents as a major participant in the international system. Addressing the BRICS’s role in global
governance, this book critically examines the club’s birth and evolution, mechanisms of inter-BRICS
cooperation, its agenda priorities, BRICS countries’ interests, decisions made by members, their collective
and individual compliance with the agreed commitments, and the patterns of BRICS engagement with other
international institutions. This volume advances the current state of knowledge on global governance
architecture, the BRICS role in this system, and the benefits it has provided and can provide for world
order. This book will interest scholars and graduate students who are researching the rise and role of
emerging powers, global governance, China and India’s approach to global order and relationship with the
United States, Great Power politics, democratization as a foreign policy strategy, realist theory-building and
hegemonic transitions, and the (crisis of) liberal world order.
The Growth Map - Jim O'neill 2011-12-08
In 2001, Jim O'Neill predicted the fastest growing economies of the past decade. Now he's back to explore
the new growth markets we should all be watching closely today. It's been ten years since Jim O'Neill
conceived of the BRIC acronym. He and his team made a startling prediction: Four developing nationsBrazil, Russia, India, and China (the BRICs)-would overtake the six largest Western economies within forty
years. The BRIC analysis permanently changed the world of global investing, and its accuracy has stood the
test of time. The Growth Map features O'Neill's personal account of the BRIC phenomenon, how it has
evolved, and where those four key nations currently stand after a turbulent decade. And the book also
offers an equally bold prediction about the "Next Eleven" countries: Bangladesh, Egypt, Indonesia, Iran,
Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines, South Korea, Turkey, and Vietnam. These developing nations may
not seem exceptional today, but they offer exciting opportunities for investors over the next decade, just as
BRIC did before them. O'Neill also shares several compelling insights about the world economy. He reveals
the value for growing countries in being "willing to play" by meaningfully committing to policies that
encourage further growth and engagement with globalization. He explains how the g20 can adjust to better
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incorporate the BRICs and to better reflect the balance of the global economy. Finally, O'Neill makes the
counterintuitive claim that good things can quite often come from crises. While established economic
powers may see the rise of the BRICs as a threat, international trade benefits us all over the long term.
Likewise, the recent financial crisis revealed deep problems in our economic systems, problems we now
have the opportunity to fix. A work of astute and absorbing analysis, The Growth Map is an indispensable
guide for every investor and every participant in the global economy. Anyone who wants to understand the
developing world would do well to heed the man called "one of the most sought-after economic
commentators on the planet." (The Telegraph)
The BRICs and Emerging Economies in Comparative Perspective - Uwe Becker 2013-10-23
In the past ten to twenty years the global political economy picture has dramatically changed with the
emergence of the economies of Brazil, Russia, India and, notably, China (BRICs) as big players and
competitors of the advanced economies in the West and Eastern Asia. The book comparatively analyses
institutional change in the BRICs. This book examines the BRICs by analysing their institutional
development, their main continuities and changes, and their differences. It provides a comparative analysis
of the political economies of the BRICs, but also considers South Africa and Turkey. The contributors
provide a systematic comparison of the state-economy and the capital-labour relationships and explore
whether they liberalized or followed a specific trajectory. The book also addresses debates on the varieties
of capitalism and explores whether the emerging economies fit into the dichotomous construction of liberal
and coordinated capitalism or whether they require a more differentiated typological approach. Moving
away from rigid conceptions and the static classification of political economies as either liberal or
coordinated and presenting a more open approach, The BRICs and Emerging Economies in Comparative
Perspective will be vital reading for students and scholars of comparative political economy, international
relations, capitalism, the BRICs, emerging markets and the role of the state in the economy.
The Political Economy of Emerging Markets - Richard Westra 2017-03-16
Rapid and sustained growth in the twenty-first-century global economy of large developing economies
including Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa, has captivated policy-makers and popular business
press pundits alike. The coining of the new acronym BRICS and widespread adoption in international
economics discourse of the designation "emerging markets" is symptomatic of that interest. The Political
Economy of Emerging Markets situates the BRICS phenomena in the global economic context of advanced
economies continuing to languish in recession and hovering over a deflationary abyss several years after
the meltdown. A key question this volume seeks to answer is whether the BRICS and so-called "emerging
market" phenomenon is really the new miracle it is presented as, offering new or modified varieties of
reloaded capitalist development to the world, or yet another mirage. Written by ten leading global experts,
this book answers the tough questions over BRICS and emerging markets potentially realizing new
varieties of reloaded capitalism. It is not only international and interdisciplinary but uniquely
multiperspectival. Theories framing chapters are not of one genre, but generate theoretical debate at the
frontier of knowledge in political economy along with nuanced empirical analysis which flows from it. This
book is of great importance to those who study political economy, development economics and international
political economy.
Emerging Powers in Africa - Justin van der Merwe 2016-12-09
This empirically and theoretically grounded book provides insights into the ascendance of powers such as
Turkey, South Korea and Indonesia and their relationship with Africa. Leading scholars present case
studies from the BRICS and beyond to demonstrate the constantly evolving and complex character of these
ties and their place in the global capitalist order. They also offer new theoretical insights, as well as
theorisation of the spatio-temporal dynamics involved in processes of accumulation within the African
space. Their contention is that, despite their supposed anti-imperialism, these emerging powers have
become agents for continued uneven development. This innovative edited collection will appeal to students
and scholars of international relations, political science, development studies, area studies, geography and
economics.
The BRICS Order - David Monyae 2021-02-08
This book examines the direction of the BRICS association. Beginning with historical analyses of the
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broader Global South and the fundamental composition of the BRICS countries and then moving on to
present trends, The BRICS Order evaluates the variables that will influence the association’s future. While
the BRICS as a forum emerged as a result of the visible fragmentation of the post-1945 world order, it itself
remains dogged by issues emanating from internal divergences among member states and from external
factors. The contributors interrogate the extent to which this formation of “emerging economies” is
indicative of a challenge to the West, or in fact a complimentary relation. Integral to these studies – which
encompass examinations of such diverse areas as governance systems, issues in bilateral relations, security
threats, multilateral institution building, the transnational creation and dissemination of knowledge, and
technological innovation – are patterns of convergence and divergence which render the countries not a
formal alliance, but as signifiers of a multilateral future in which the West is itself to become more
heterogeneous and thus become occasionally complemented depending on the vacillating consensus within
the BRICS association and on the interests of the BRICS countries at different points in time.
Global Political Economy - Robert O'Brien 2016-04-13
This text provides a broad-ranging historical account of the emergence of a worldwide economy since the
15th century, combined with a systematic analysis of the key frameworks of international political economy
today.
BRICS and Development Alternatives - José Eduardo Cassiolato 2011
The BRICS countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) are currently at the crossroads of major
structural economic and political changes. This book provides a comparative analysis of the national
innovation systems of the five BRICS countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) and the
trends in each of their science, technology and innovation policies. It makes use of an analytical framework,
the concept 'systems of innovation and competence building' developed within 'Globelics' (the Global
Research Network on the Economics of Learning, Innovation and Capacity Building Systems).
The Role of BRICS in Large-Scale Armed Conflict - Malte Brosig 2019-07-01
This book explores how BRICS countries respond to, and get involved in, large scale armed conflict. It
argues that through responding to armed conflict and deviating from the preferred Western foreign policy,
BRICS countries are actively involved in building a multi-polar and post-western world order. The author
develops a concise typology of response types portraying a nuanced picture of the BRICS grouping.
Responses reach from non-coercive and cooperative multi-lateral behaviour reaching to neo-imperial
unilateralism and military intervention. The book explains the selection of response types with reference to
six variables which refer to the proximity to war, availability of power resources, the type of conflict,
economic interests, the BRICS normative agenda and global humanitarian norms. Four armed conflicts in
Libya, Syria, South Sudan and the Ukraine are chosen to illustrate the BRICS engagement with large scale
armed conflicts.
The International Political Economy of the BRICS - Li Xing 2019-02-18
Exploring to what extent the BRICS group is a significant actor challenging the global order, this book
focuses on the degree and consequence of their emergence and explores how important cooperation is to
individual BRICS members’ foreign policy strategies and potential relevance as leaders in regional and
global governance. The BRICS countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa) have come to play an
important role on the global political scene. As a group, and as individual countries, they have taken
initiatives to establish new institutions, and have engaged in yearly summits that coordinate their voice and
focus on intra-BRICS cooperation. In this sense, the BRICS may be seen as a "balancing coalition", and
often the main opposing force to Western powers. Looking at the debate around the role of the BRICS as an
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actor, expert contributors also explore the international political economy (IPE) of individual BRICS
countries as systemically important countries with highly asymmetrical individual power capacities. The
comprehensive theoretical and empirical coverage of this timely volume will be especially useful to
students, researchers and professionals interested in ongoing academic debates around the IPE of
emerging powers, and those researching global governance and globalization.
Russia, BRICS, and the Disruption of Global Order - Rachel S. Salzman 2019-04-01
Russia's leadership in establishing the BRICS group (Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa) is
emblematic of its desire to end US hegemony and rewrite the rules of the international system. Rachel S.
Salzman tells the story of why Russia broke with the West, how BRICS came together, why the group is
emblematic of Russia's challenge to the existing global order, and how BRICS has changed since its debut.
The BRICS group of non-Western states with emerging economies is held together by a shared commitment
to revising global economic governance and strict noninterference in the internal affairs of other countries.
BRICS is not exclusively a Russian story, but understanding the role of BRICS in Russian foreign policy is
critical to understanding the group’s mission. In a time of alienation from the Euro-Atlantic world, BRICS
provides Russia with much needed political support and legitimacy. While the longterm cohesion of the
group is uncertain, BRICS stands as one of Vladimir Putin's signature international accomplishments. This
book is essential reading for scholars and policymakers interested in Russian foreign policy, the BRICS
group, and global governance.
International Development Assistance and the BRICS - Jose A. Puppim de Oliveira 2020-10-31
This book aims to bring together a series of analyses on international development assistance in the BRICS,
the group of countries that includes Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa. The BRICS states
comprise approximately 3 billion people (~40% of the World’s population) and in terms of GDP account for
16.8 trillion dollars (~22% of the World’s economy). Over the last decade the loose coalition has evolved to
become a formal partnership on both economic and political fronts. The first formal meeting of the thenfour BRIC countries took place in 2006 during the United Nations General Assembly. This was followed in
2009 by the first summit of BRICS' heads of state, an event which has been convened annually ever since.
On 3-5 September 2017, the ninth BRICS Summit was hosted in Xiamen, China. This book, an anthology of
scholars based in BRICS countries, provides invaluable insights into the emerging global south coalition,
and will be of interest to scholars, employees of NGOs, and China watchers.
Competing Visions of India in World Politics - K. Sullivan 2015-07-06
This edited collection presents an alternative set of reflections on India's contemporary global role by
exploring a range of influential non-Western state perspectives. Through multiple case studies, the
contributors gauge the success of India's efforts to be seen as an alternative global power in the twentyfirst century.
The BRICS - Andrew Fenton Cooper 2016
Annotation Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa represent almost 18% of the world economy, with
their contribution to world growth having already exceeded 50%. But what does the emergence of the
BRICS mean for global politics? Andrew Cooper discusses the BRICS as a concept and its practice in global
politics.
Handbook of BRICS and Emerging Economies - P. B. Anand 2021-01-16
This handbook presents a comprehensive and multi-faceted analysis of the BRICS countries and other
emerging economies, exploring their economic, social, environmental, and governance dimensions and
challenges.
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